This football interval practice timer displays the period from 0-99. A rest period of 0-99 seconds may be programmed in between periods. The sound of the horn starts and stops the period.

**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS**

**DIMENSIONS:** Height 14”, Width 20”, Depth 6” (356mm, 508mm, 152mm)

**POWER REQUIREMENTS:** 120VAC @ 1.0 Amp, Max Power 120W. 240VAC power available.


**DIGITS:** The nominal digit size is 11” (280mm) high. Digit color is red or amber. All digits are seven segment ultra high brightness L.E.D.

**DISPLAY COLOR:** Cabinet is black with a durable powder coat finish.

**OPERATING TEMPERATURES:** Scoreboard: -22 to 122 degrees Fahrenheit (-30 to 50 degree Celsius). Control Console 32 to 122 degrees Fahrenheit (0 to 50 degrees Celsius).
9382A SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED:

9382A CONTROLS: Controls for the 9212 are on the side of the unit easily accessible for programming.

Optional wireless control is available.

SERVICE ACCESS: All LED modules and electronics are serviced from the front of the display.

GENERAL INFORMATION: Specifications and pricing are subject to change without notice.

WARRANTY: Eversan, Inc. warranty scoreboard for one year.

OPTIONS: 2.4GHz spread spectrum radio control.

Battery pack.